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Abstract—As a fundamental tool for network management and
security, traffic classification has attracted increasing attention in
recent years. A significant challenge to the robustness of classifi-
cation performance comes from zero-day applications previously
unknown in traffic classification systems. In this paper, we propose
a new scheme of Robust statistical Traffic Classification (RTC)
by combining supervised and unsupervised machine learning
techniques to meet this challenge. The proposed RTC scheme has
the capability of identifying the traffic of zero-day applications as
well as accurately discriminating predefined application classes.
In addition, we develop a new method for automating the RTC
scheme parameters optimization process. The empirical study on
real-world traffic data confirms the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme. When zero-day applications are present, the classifica-
tion performance of the new scheme is significantly better than
four state-of-the-art methods: random forest, correlation-based
classification, semi-supervised clustering, and one-class SVM.

Index Terms—Semi-supervised learning, traffic classification,
zero-day applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RAFFIC classification is fundamental to network man-
agement and security [1], which can identify different

applications and protocols that exist in a network. For example,
most QoS control mechanisms have a traffic classification
module in order to properly prioritize different applications
across the limited bandwidth. To implement appropriate secu-
rity policies, it is essential for any network manager to obtain
a proper understanding of applications and protocols in the
network traffic. Over the last decade, traffic classification has
been given a lot of attention from both industry and academia.
There are three categories of traffic classification methods:

port-based, payload-based, and flow statistics-based [2]. The
traditional port-based method relies on checking standard ports
used by well-known applications. However, it is not always
reliable because not all current applications use standard ports.
Some applications even obfuscate themselves by using the
well-defined ports of other applications. The payload-based
method searches for the application’s signature in the payload
of IP packets that can help avoid the problem of dynamic
ports. Hence, it is most prevalent in current industry products.
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However, more often than not, the payload-based method fails
with encrypted traffic. In recent academic research, signifi-
cant attention has been given to applying machine learning
techniques to the flow statistics-based method. The statistical
method only uses flow statistical features, such as interpacket
time, without requiring deep packet inspection (DPI).
In the traditional framework of multiclass classification, most

flow statistics-based methods employ supervised or unsuper-
vised machine learning algorithms to classify network traffic
into predefined classes based on known applications. The super-
vised methods can learn a traffic classifier from a set of labeled
training samples. By contrast, the methods using unsupervised
algorithms automatically categorize a set of unlabeled training
samples and apply the clustering results to construct a traffic
classifier with the assistance of other tools, such as DPI. Under
the assumption that any traffic comes from a known class, a
number of promising results have been reported in the literature.
However, existing flow statistics-based methods suffer from

zero-day applications previously unknown in traffic classifica-
tion systems. Generally speaking, the traffic of zero-day applica-
tions (zero-day traffic) is the major portion of unrecognized data
making up to 60% of flows and 30% of bytes in a network traffic
dataset [3]. More specifically, the problem of zero-day applica-
tions is conventional methods misclassify zero-day traffic into
the known classes, which results in poor accuracies of known
classes.
In this paper, a novel traffic classification scheme is proposed

to tackle the problem of zero-day applications. Our scheme
can effectively improve the accuracies of known classes when
zero-day applications are present. The major contributions of
our work are summarized as follows.
• We propose a Robust Traffic Classification (RTC) scheme,
combining supervised and unsupervised learning to ad-
dress the problem of zero-day applications.

• We present a newmethod to effectively extract the samples
of zero-day traffic from unlabeled network traffic.

• We develop a new method for automating the RTC scheme
parameters optimization process.

To evaluate the new scheme, a large number of experiments
were carried out on multiple real-world network traffic datasets.
The results show the proposed scheme significantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art traffic classification methods when zero-day
applications are present. Following our previous work [4], flow
correlation was used in the new scheme to improve classifica-
tion performance. In this paper, we provide a new quantitative
study based on probability theory to show how flow correlation
can benefit traffic classification.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents a critical review on flow statistics-based traffic
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classification. In Section III, a novel traffic classification
scheme is proposed to deal with zero-day applications.
Section IV presents a new method of parameter optimization
for the proposed scheme. For performance evaluation, a large
number of experiments and results are reported in Section V.
Section VI provides further discussion on the proposed scheme.
Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Current research on network traffic classification focuses
on the application of machine learning techniques to flow
statistics-based methods [2]. This can avoid problems suffered
by port-based and payload-based methods such as dynamic
ports, encrypted applications, and user privacy. However,
the flow statistic-based method will not be practical until it
meets several challenges. Previously, the biggest challenge was
real-time traffic classification at increasing wire speeds. Now,
operators face another challenge—zero-day applications—due
to the tremendous development rate of new applications [5].
We provide a review of state-of-the-art flow statistics-based
methods with consideration given to zero-day applications.
Let us start with a typical real-world network scenario. Sup-

pose the traffic dataset, , consists of known classes and
unknown classes, . In this

paper, a set of labeled flow samples, , is available for a known
class, . By contrast, no labeled flow samples are available for
an unknown class associated with a previously unknown appli-
cation in the system. Given a flow in the dataset, the traffic clas-
sification problem is to identify if it belongs to a specific known
class. A flow consists of successive IP packets with the same
5-tuple: source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port,
transport protocol.

A. N-Class Classification

Conventional flow statistics-based methods address an
-class classification problem without consideration of

zero-day traffic. A typical supervised classification method
uses the labeled flow samples, , straightforward,
and employs a machine learning algorithm to construct a clas-
sifier. The classifier trained by using will classify any testing
flow into one of the predefined classes. Thus, zero-day traffic
flows in unknown classes, , will be misclassified
into known classes. The classification performance will be
severely affected by zero-day traffic. In early work, Moore
and Zuev [6] applied the naive Bayes techniques to classify
network traffic based on the flow statistical features. Later,
several well-known algorithms were also applied to traffic clas-
sification, such as Bayesian neural networks [7], and support
vector machines [8]. Erman et al. [9] proposed using unidi-
rectional statistical features to facilitate traffic classification in
the network core. For real-time traffic classification, several
supervised classification methods [10], [11] using only the first
few packets were proposed. Considering the first few packets of
flows could be missed or disguised, some researchers proposed
classifying a subflow captured at any given time [12], [13].
Bermolen et al. [14] studied certain popular P2P-TV applica-
tions, and found P2P-TV traffic can simply be identified by
the count of packets and bytes exchanged among peers during

small time windows. Our previous work [4] incorporated flow
correlation into supervised classification, which displayed
superior classification performance, even when the training set
was insufficient. Glatz et al. [15] proposed a new scheme to
classify one-way traffic into classes such as “Malicious Scan-
ning,” “Service Unreachable,” etc., based on prefixed rules.
Thus, no training stage was needed. Jin et al. [16] developed a
lightweight traffic classification architecture combining a series
of simple linear binary classifiers and embracing three key in-
novative mechanisms to achieve scalability and high accuracy.
A similar idea of a classifier combination was also applied in
Callado et al.’s work [17]. Carela-Espanol et al. [18] analyzed
the impact of sampling when classifying NetFlow data and
proposed an improvement to the training process in order to
reduce the impact of sampling. Other existing work includes
the Pearson’s chi-Square test-based technique [19], probability
density function (PDF)-based protocol fingerprints [20], and
small time-windows-based packet count [21].
Previous work has also applied unsupervised clustering

algorithms to categorize unlabeled training samples and
used the clusters produced to construct a traffic classifier.
McGregor et al. [22] proposed grouping traffic flows into a
small number of clusters using the expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm and manually labeling each cluster to an
application. Some other well-known clustering algorithms,
such as AutoClass [23], -means [24], DBSCAN [25], and
Fuzzy C-means [26], were also applied to traffic classification.
Bernaille et al. [27] applied the -means algorithm to traffic
clustering and labeled the clusters to applications by using a
payload analysis tool. Wang et al. [28] proposed integrating sta-
tistical feature-based flow clustering with a payload signature
matching method to eliminate the requirement of supervised
training data. Finamore et al. [29] combined flow statistical
feature-based clustering and payload statistical feature-based
clustering for mining unidentified traffic.
In addition, Ma et al. [30] analyzed three mechanisms using

statistical and structural content models for traffic identification.
Their classification methods rely on the content of IP payload
and employ unsupervised clustering techniques.
Some empirical studies evaluated the traffic classification

performance of different methods. The early works were
reported by Roughan et al. [31] and Williams et al. [32].
Kim et al. [3] extensively evaluated the ports-based CorelReef
method, the host behavior-based BLINC method, and seven
common statistical feature-based methods using supervised
algorithms on seven different traffic traces. Lim et al. [33] iden-
tified the role of feature discretization for different supervised
classification algorithms during the empirical study. However,
these empirical studies did not investigated traffic classification
with zero-day applications. In addition, Lee et al. [34] recently
developed a benchmark tool integrating 11 state-of-the-art
traffic classifiers.

B. -Class Classification

A semi-supervised method [35] was proposed to take un-
known applications into account. First, a mixture of labeled and
unlabeled training samples are grouped into clusters using
traditional clustering algorithms such as -means. Then, traffic
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clusters are mapped to or unknown, according to
the locations of the labeled (supervised) training samples. For
traffic classification, a flow is predicted to the class of its nearest
cluster. This method demonstrates the potential of dealing with
zero-day traffic generated by unknown applications. Our work
is based on Erman’s semi-supervised method [35] and makes
contributions to zero-day traffic identification and automatic pa-
rameter optimization. Later, the ensemble clustering technique
is introduced to improve the semi-supervised method [36].
Liu et al. [37] extended Erman’s work to classify encrypted
traffic by using the composite feature set and combining the
first 40-B payload with statistical features of the flow level.
Some methods addressed a one-class classification problem

that has potential to deal with zero-day traffic. Considering
one-class classification, any testing flow can be determined
whether it belongs to a known class. If the flow does not belong
to any known class, it is identified as unknown traffic. This
means the problem of zero-day applications can be bypassed.
An early work is creating a one-class classifier using a nor-
malized threshold on statistical features [20]. This method is
heuristic and unreliable because the normalized threshold is
hard to tune beforehand, especially without information con-
cerning zero-day traffic. A modified one-class SVMmethod has
been proposed for traffic classification [8]. For a known class
, the training samples in are used to learn a one-class

SVM, and other training samples in are used to
adjust the decision boundary. This method has two issues.
First, one-class SVM [38] normally requires a large number of
training samples. Second, the decision boundary is poor due to a
lack of information about the unknown classes, .
Xie et al. [39] proposed a subflow scheme that learns to identify
each application in isolation, instead of distinguishing them
individually using subspace clustering. However, the binary
classifier for each application is heuristic and relies on a prede-
fined distance threshold. Moreover, the implementation of their
scheme is unclear.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME: RTC

As discussed in Section II, existing traffic classification
methods suffer the problem of zero-day applications due to a
lack of zero-day traffic samples in the classifier training stage.
How to obtain sufficient zero-day traffic samples becomes a
key question for fundamentally solving this problem. Our work
is motivated by the observation that unlabeled network data
contains zero-day traffic. We aim to build a robust classifier by
extracting zero-day samples and incorporating them into the
training stage.
This section presents a robust traffic classification scheme

to deal with zero-day applications. Fig. 1 shows a new frame-
work of RTC. There are three important modules in the pro-
posed framework: unknown discovery, “bag of flows” (BoF)-
based traffic classification, and system update. The module of
unknown discovery aims to automatically find new samples of
zero-day traffic in a set of unlabeled traffic randomly collected
from the target network. The module of BoF-based traffic clas-
sification takes prelabeled training samples and zero-day traffic
samples as input to build a classifier for robust traffic classi-
fication. To achieve fine-grained classification, the module of

Fig. 1. RTC framework.

Algorithm 1: Zero-day samples extraction

Require: labeled sets , unlabeled set
Ensure: zero-day sample set
1:
2:
3: Perform clustering on to obtain clusters
4:
5: for to do
6: if does not contain any labeled flows from then
7:
8: end if
9: end for
10: Combine and to train a -class

classifier { is for a generic unknown class}
11:
12: while Classify all flows in by do
13: if is predicted to the unknown class then
14: Put into
15: end if
16: end while

a system update can intelligently analyze the zero-day traffic
and construct new classes to complement the system’s knowl-
edge. In this paper, we provide an implementation of RTC in
which the algorithms of random forest and -means are em-
ployed to perform supervised classification and unsupervised
learning (clustering).

A. Unknown Discovery

We propose a two-step method of unknown discovery to ex-
tract zero-day traffic samples from a set of unlabeled network
traffic crucial to the RTC scheme. The two-step method is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1. The first step is the -means based iden-
tification of zero-day traffic clusters. The second step is zero-day
sample extraction using random forest.
Given the prelabeled training sets and an

unlabeled set , we roughly filter out some zero-day samples
out from by using a semi-supervised idea for the first
step. The labeled and unlabeled samples are merged to feed
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the clustering algorithm, -means. The -means clustering
aims to partition the traffic flows into clusters ,

, to minimize the within-cluster sum of
squares. The traditional -means algorithm uses an iterative
refinement technique. Given an initial set of randomly selected
centroids, the algorithm proceeds by alternating between the

assignment step and the update step [40]. In the assignment
step, each flow is assigned to the cluster with the closest mean

(1)
In the update step, the new means are calculated to be the cen-
troid of flows in the cluster. By choosing a large [25], [41], we
obtain the high-purity traffic clusters, . The prela-
beled training samples can then be used to identify zero-day
traffic clusters. The rule is as follows.
• If a cluster does not contain any prelabeled samples, it is a
zero-day traffic cluster.

However, simply put, a large will lead to a high TP rate as
well as a high FP rate of unknown detection that will seriously
affect the purity of the detected unknown samples.
In the second step, we propose creating a random forest clas-

sifier in order to address this issue. A generic unknown class
is proposed to represent the mixture of zero-day applications.
The zero-day sample set obtained in the first step is tempo-
rally used as the training set for this generic unknown class.
Thus, we have a specific multiclass classification problem in-
volving known classes and one unknown class. Then, prela-
beled training sets and temporal zero-day sample
set combine to train a random forest classifier, . Random
forest with good generalization capability displayed excellent
classification performance in previous work on traffic classifi-
cation. We further apply to classify flows in to obtain a
high-purity set of zero-day samples, . In particular, to guar-
antee the purity of zero-day samples, we apply a new classifi-
cation method that considers flow correlation [4] in real-world
traffic. This will be described in detail in Section III-B.

B. BoF-Based Traffic Classification

For robust traffic classification, we further propose a new
classification method that considers flow correlation in real-
world network traffic and classifies correlated flows together
rather than in single flows.
Algorithm 2 presents the proposed method of BoF-based

traffic classification. Given the prelabeled training sets
and the zero-day sample set produced by

the module of unknown discovery, we can build classifier
for the -class classification. is able to categorize
zero-day traffic into a generic unknown class. Following our
previous work [4], we incorporate flow correlation into the
traffic classification process in order to significantly improve
identification accuracy. Flow correlation can be discovered by
the 3-tuple heuristic [30], [42], [43]. That is, in a short period
of time, the flows sharing the same destination IP, destina-
tion port, and transport protocol are generated by the same
application/protocol. For convenience of traffic classification,
we use “bag of flows” to model flow correlation. A BoF can
be described by , where represents the

Algorithm 2: BoF-based Traffic Classification

Require: labeled sets , zero-day sample set ,
testing set

Ensure: label set for testing flows
1: Combine and to train a -class
classifier { represent a generic unknown class}

2: Construct BoFs from according to
3-tuple heuristic {consider flow correlation in traffic
classification}

3: while do
4: Take a BoF from
5: for to do
6: Classify by
7: end for
8: Make final decision by aggregating the predictions of

flows in BoF
9: Assign the label of to all flows in this BoF
10: end while

th flow in the BoF. Classification of a BoF can be addressed by
aggregating the flow predictions produced by a conventional
classifier. In this paper, the aggregated classifier can
be expressed as

(2)

where denotes the random forest classifier and is the ma-
jority vote method [44]. For BoF , we have flow predictions

produced by ( is the number of flows in ).
The flow predictions can be simply transformed into votes

if indicates the th class,
otherwise.

(3)

Then, the compound decision rule is

assign if (4)

Consequently, all flows in are classified into . The BoF-
based traffic classification is also used for unknown discovery
in Section III-A.
Here, we provide formal justification on the benefit of flow

correlation for traffic classification. In the previous work [4],
we found that the accuracy of flow-statistics-based traffic clas-
sification can be improved significantly by combining multiple
correlated flows. For the theoretical study, and given that BoF

, we made a compound prediction using
the average of predictions made on each flow. Based on the
Bayesian decision theory, the average combination rule can be
transformed to the majority vote rule under Kittler’s theoretical
framework [45].
If we consider a classification problem, where we try to pre-

dict a posteriori probability, and we suppose a trained predictive
model is , the compound prediction is given by

(5)
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Suppose the true posteriori probability function we are trying to
predict is given by , the output of each random flow can
be written as the true value plus an error in the form

(6)

The average sum-of-squares error can be described as

(7)

where has its own distribution and denotes the expecta-
tion with respect to its distribution. The average error made by
the flows individually is therefore

(8)

Similarly, the expected error for the BoFs is given by

(9)

We assume errors have a zero mean and are uncorrelated, i.e.,
, and . Then, we

obtain

(10)

This result suggests the flow prediction error can be reduced by
a factor of by using a simple BoF-based model.
A further study on will be presented in Section VI by

relaxing the independent assumption.

C. System Update

With unknown discovery and BoF-based traffic classifica-
tion, the proposed scheme has identified zero-day traffic when
performing traffic classification. The module of system update
is proposed to achieve fine-grained classification of zero-day
traffic. The purpose is to learn new classes in identified zero-day
traffic and to complement the system’s knowledge. The capa-
bility of learning new classes makes the proposed scheme dif-
ferent to the conventional traffic classification method.
The procedure of learning new classes is shown in

Algorithm 3. Given a set of zero-day traffic, , which is
the outcome of BoF-based traffic classification, we perform
-means clustering to obtain the clusters . For
each cluster, we randomly select several sample flows (e.g.,
three) for manual inspection. To guarantee high purity of new
training sets, the consensus strategy is adopted to make a
prediction. If all the selected flows indicate a new applica-
tion/protocol, we create a new class and use the flows in the
cluster as its training data. For a new class that has been created
during the system update, the flows in the cluster will be added
to the training set of that class. Once the cluster inspection is
completed, the new detected classes will be added into the set
of known classes, and the training dataset will be extended

Algorithm 3: New class detection

Require: zero-day traffic
Ensure: training samples for new classes
1: Perform clustering on to obtain clusters
2: for to do
3: Randomly select flows from
4: Manually inspect these flows {Involve a little human

effort}
5: if All of the selected flows are generated by the same

application then
6: if This is a new application then
7: if It has been identified then
8: Merge and its training set
9: else
10: Create a training set for this new

application
11: end if
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for

accordingly. This means the classification system is able to
learn new classes. The updated system can deal with more
applications and achieve further fine-grained classification.
Frequent system update is not necessary according to pre-

vious research [35]. If the classified zero-day traffic indicates
any significant change to the applications, the system update
will be triggered to retrain the RTC classifier. Some discussions
on classifier retraining are provided in Section VI-B.
In the above-mentioned procedure, training samples for new

classes may include noise because traffic clusters are not 100%
pure. This issue may affect the classification accuracy of known
classes. To tackle this issue, we propose the application of a
two-level classification strategy.
In the first level, the -classes classifier obtained be-

fore the system update can be utilized to perform traffic classi-
fication. Ideally, zero-day traffic will be classified into a generic
unknown class. In the second level, training samples for new
classes obtained during a system update can be used to train
a new classifier, and this classifies traffic in the generic un-
known class into fine-grained new classes. The advantage of the
two-level classification strategy is the performance of known
classes will not be affected. In this sense, the robustness of the
traffic classification system can be improved.

IV. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

The setting of a parameter is a significant challenge for
a traffic classification method that applies machine learning
techniques. We observe the performance of the proposed RTC
scheme relies on the effectiveness of unknown discovery. In
unknown discovery, there are two parameters: determining
the number of clusters produced by -means, and indicating
the size of an unlabeled training set. Fig. 2 reports the true
positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR) of zero-day
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Fig. 2. Impact of parameters to unknown discovery. (a) TPR and FPR for various number of clusters . (b) TPR and FPR for various unlabeled training sizes.

sample detection produced by unknown discovery. The experi-
ment setup we used here is consistent with the one we used in
Section V-B. TPR is the rate of the sum of correctly detected
zero-day traffic to the sum of all actual zero-day traffic. FPR
is the rate of the sum of the traffic inaccurately detected as
zero-day to the sum of traffic of known applications. Fig. 2(a)
shows the results with a fixed and various . It
is clear that while the FPR produced in the first step was low,
the corresponding TPR was not high either. The second step
significantly improved TPR and further reduced FPR. TPR of
unknown discovery changed from about 28% to 99% when
increased from 100 to 4000. Meanwhile, its FPR increased

from 0% to 20%. The final classification performance will have
a big difference if changes dramatically. It is necessary to
select a good to balance TPR and FPR in order to achieve
high classification accuracy. By fixing to 1000 and varying
from 3000 to 30 000, we obtain Fig. 2(b). This figure shows

that increasing can slightly affect TPR and FPR. Compared
to the first step, the second step can effectively improve TPR
by about 20%. If we consider is out of control in practical
applications, our parameter setting focuses on .
We propose a new optimization method combining a 10-fold

cross validation and binary search to find an optimal . The ad-
vantage of the optimization method is twofold: accuracy and
speed. This method is applied in the proposed RTC scheme
for performance evaluation, as mentioned in Section V-B. In
10-fold cross validation, the original training set, including la-
beled and unlabeled traffic flows, is randomly partitioned into
10 equal-size subsets. Of the 10 subsets, a single subset is re-
tained as validation data for testing the model of unknown dis-
covery. The remaining nine subsets are used as training data.
The cross-validation process is then repeated 10 times, with
each of the 10 subsets used exactly once as the validation data.
The 10 results from the folds are then averaged to produce a
single estimation.
A new problem of which metric can be used to evaluate the

results of unknown discovery in cross validation is critical to
the optimization accuracy. Accuracy is a single value common
for measuring the overall performance of traffic classification.
However, accuracy calculated using the labeled training data
for known classes cannot measure the performance of zero-day
traffic detection. Based on the empirical results as shown in

Fig. 2(a), we find FPR is a good measure for cross valida-
tion. From a theoretical point of view, our original idea is the
following:
• to search for a maximum that does not produce false
positives.

This refers to our ability to detect as many accurate zero-day
samples as possible without introducing any errors. However,
experimental results show the TPR obtained using this idea is
low. An observation from Fig. 2(a) is that TPR dramatically
increases if FPR slightly increases from 0. Practically, the
threshold of the false positive for parameter optimization can
be set to a small value. Based on our experiments, we find that
3% is a good value for FPR.
Another problem is that searching for an optimal is time-

consuming. For example, if the training set has 10 000 flows,
may change from 1 to 10 000. Fortunately, we find FPR is mono-
tone and increases as increases. Therefore, a binary search is
helpful to quickly find , and the corresponding FPR is closest
to 3%. Algorithm 4 describes the procedure of automatic pa-
rameter selection. A binary search of takes logarithmic time,
which is very efficient. Fig. 3 shows the results of this intelligent
method for different . It is clear that a bad can severely af-
fect classification accuracy. This optimization method can suc-
cessfully find an optimized and produce excellent traffic clas-
sification accuracy. The traffic dataset used in this section also
refers to Section V.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A large number of experiments were carried out on real-world
traffic datasets to compare the RTC scheme with four state-of-
the-art traffic classification methods. This section reports the
experiments and results.

A. Dataset

In this paper, four Internet traffic traces are used for our exper-
imental study, as shown in Table I. They are captured from three
Internet positions located around the world, so the sampling
points are heterogeneous in terms of link type and capacity.
The collection time ranges from 2006 to 2010, covering five re-
cent years in which the Internet has grown and evolved rapidly.
Since either partial or full packet payload is preserved in these
traffic traces, we build the ground truth (i.e., the actual classes of
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Fig. 3. Automatic selection of .

Algorithm 4: Parameter optimization

Require: the module of unknown discovery with cross
validation, ; the size of mixed training data, ;
FPR threshold

Ensure: an optimal
1: {default setting to stop searching}
2: and {searching range}
3:
4: while do
5:
6: if then
7:
8: else if then
9:
10: else
11: break
12: end if
13: end while

traffic flows) with high confidence. The KEIO andWIDE traces
are provided by the public traffic data repository, maintained by
the MAWI working group (http://mawi.wide.ad.jp/mawi/). The
KEIO trace is captured at a 1-Gb/s Ethernet link in Keio Uni-
versity’s Shonan-Fujisawa campus in Japan and was collected
in August 2006. The WIDE-08 and WIDE-09 traces are taken
from a US–Japan trans-Pacific backbone line (a 150-Mb.s Eth-
ernet link) that carries commodity traffic for WIDE organiza-
tions. The original traces were collected as part of the “A Day
in the Life of the Internet” project, which lasted 72 h fromMarch
18 to 20, 2008, and 96 h from March 30 to April 4, 2009. Forty
bytes of application-layer payload were kept for each packet,
while all IP addresses were anonymized in KEIO and WIDE
traces. In addition, the ISP data set is a trace we captured using a

TABLE I
TRAFFIC TRACES

passive probe at a 100-Mb/s Ethernet edge link from an Internet
service provider located in Australia. Full packet payloads are
preserved in the collection without any filtering or packet loss.
The trace is 7 days long and began on November 27, 2010.
Following the significant work of [3], [8], and [35], we

focus exclusively on the vast majority of traffic (up to 95%)
in the observed networks: TCP traffic. Note the proposed
RTC scheme is independent to the transport-layer protocol.
In consideration of practical uses, we adopt a 900-s idle
timeout for flows terminated without a proper teardown.
To establish the ground truth in datasets, we develop a DPI
tool matching regular expression patterns against payloads.
Two distinct sets of application signatures are developed
based on previous experience and some well-known tools,
such as the l7-filter (http://l7-filter.sourceforge.net) and Tstat
(http://tstat.tlc.polito.it). The first set is designed to match
against the full flow payload (for the ISP trace). For the re-
maining traces, in which only 40 B of payload are available
for each packet, we tune the second set of signatures to match
early message keywords. Some efforts of manual inspection
were also made to investigate the encrypted and emerging
applications.
We create a combined dataset to study the impact of var-

ious factors on traffic classification performance. Merging mul-
tiple real-world traces into one for evaluation can minimize the
effects of data bias [3]. The combined dataset contains more
classes than individual datasets, which is helpful in challenging
the classification methods. Since we merged the traffic captured
at various locations and time periods, the target applications dis-
play strong and different behaviors, which cannot be observed
in individual traffic traces. Our work focuses on dealing with
zero-day applications. To reduce the impact of class imbalance
on experiments, four traffic traces were merged together to form
the experiment dataset. Then, for the classes that contain more
than 100 000 flows, we randomly sampled 100 000 flows of each
class; for the classes that contains less than 100 000 flows, we
included all flows of these classes in the experiment dataset. Un-
recognized traffic of the DPI tool is excluded from the combined
dataset. Finally, the combined dataset was constituted by over
638 000 traffic flows from 10 major traffic classes and 16 small
traffic classes. Fig. 4 shows distribution of traffic classes.
In experiments, 20 unidirectional flow statistical features,

as listed in Table II, were extracted to represent traffic flows.
We applied feature selection to further remove irrelevant and
redundant features from the feature set [46]. The process of
feature selection yields nine features. These are client-to-server
number of packets, client-to-server maximum packet bytes,
client-to-server minimum packet bytes, client-to-server av-
erage packet bytes, the standard deviation of client-to-server
packet bytes, client-to-server minimum interpacket time,
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Fig. 4. Class distribution of the combined dataset. (a) Flow. (b) Byte.

TABLE II
UNIDIRECTIONAL STATISTICAL FEATURES

server-to-client number of packets, server-to-client maximum
packet bytes, and server-to-client minimum packet bytes.
During experiments, we simulated the problem of zero-day

applications. On the combined dataset, we manually set a few
major classes and all small classes to “unknown.” In the ex-
periments, the dataset was divided into four disjointed parts: a
prelabeled set, an unlabeled set, and two testing sets. For known
classes, a small percentage of flows were randomly selected to
form a labeled training set. It is important to note that no samples
of unknown classes were available for the classification system.
Some flows were randomly selected from the unlabeled set and
used in the RTC scheme and Erman’s semi-supervised method.
Two testing sets were used to evaluate the RTC scheme with or
without a system update.
Furthermore, we also performed a number of experiments on

individual datasets of ISP and WIDE-09, in which the traffic
unrecognized by DPI were considered zero-day traffic. In these
experiments, the unknown classes were not manually selected,
which is different to the combined dataset.

B. Evaluation With Synthetic Zero-Day Traffic

1) Experiments and Goals: For performance evaluation, a
large number of experiments were conducted on the combined
dataset. We present the average performance of over 100 runs
and also provide the error bars to show how the results were
stable.
We compare the proposed RTC scheme with four state-of-

the-art traffic classification methods: random forest [47], the
BoF-based method [4], the semi-supervised method [35], and

one-class SVM [8]. Note that features used in experiments were
different to those in [35]. However, to be fair, all comparison
methods/schemes used the nine selected features.
The proposed RTC scheme without system update was eval-

uated in experiments. We take random forest as a representa-
tive of conventional supervised traffic classification methods.
In our empirical study, random forest displays superior perfor-
mance over other supervised algorithms, such as -NN and sup-
port vector machine. The BoF-based method [4] was able to ef-
fectively incorporate flow correlation into supervised classifica-
tion. Our previous work shows the BoF-based method outper-
forms conventional supervised methods. We implemented the
BoF-based method by employing the random forest algorithm
and majority vote rule. In addition, we test Erman’s semi-super-
vised method [35], which has the capability of unknown identi-
fication. Theoretically speaking, one-class SVM can avoid the
problem of zero-day applications because it can train an SVM
classifier for each known class. Ideally, the traffic rejected by
all known classes is generated by unknown applications. There-
fore, the modified one-class SVM [8] is also selected for our
comparison study.
The proposed RTC scheme and Erman’s semi-supervised

method share two parameters: the number of clusters in
-means and the number of unlabeled training flows. In the
empirical study, we used 30 000 unlabeled flows in the training
set. According to our experimental results, we set for
Erman’s semi-supervised method in order to achieve its highest
classification accuracy.
We developed an automatic method to select in the pro-

posed RTC scheme. The method of parameter setting combines
a 10-fold cross validation and binary search described in detail
in Section IV. Two common metrics were used to measure the
traffic classification performance, accuracy, and F-measure.
Three sets of experiments were performed to compare the

traffic classification performance of the five methods/schemes.
2) Impact of Labeled Training Data: Fig. 5 shows the overall

accuracy of the five methods with various labeled training sizes.
During experiments, the major classes of BT, DNS, and SMTP
were set to unknown. The small classes work as noise to chal-
lenge the traffic classification methods. Therefore, the modified
dataset includes seven known major classes and three unknown
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Fig. 5. Overall accuracy. (a) Flow. (b) Byte.

Fig. 6. Impact of labeled training data.

major classes. The flows from the unknown classes compose
zero-day traffic.
The size of supervised training data changes from 4000 to

20 000. The results show the proposed RTC scheme is signif-
icantly superior to the other four methods. The second best is
the semi-supervised method. The accuracy difference between
RTC and semi-supervised can reach 15%.
The accuracy of the other three methods—random forest,

BoF-random forest, and one-class SVM—is poor. The cause of
the low accuracy exhibited by BoF-random forest and random
forest is the inaccurately classification of zero-day traffic into
known classes. One-class SVM cannot produce a discrimina-
tive boundary in a multiclass space without a large amount
of labeled training data. In addition, its unknown detection
capability is limited without zero-day information.
An interesting observation was the accuracy of Erman’s semi-

supervised method slightly decreasing as the size of the labeled
training data increased. To investigate the causes, we report the
TPR and false negative rate (FNR) of zero-day sample detec-
tion, as shown in Fig. 6. TPR is the rate of the sum of cor-
rectly detected zero-day traffic compared to the sum of all actual
zero-day traffic. FNR is the rate of the sum of zero-day traffic
inaccurately detected as “known” compared to the sum of all
actual zero-day traffic. The results of our RTC scheme are also
shown for comparison.

Fig. 7. F-measure of each application class.

We notice the number of clusters produced by -means
in semi-supervised is fixed to 2000. The results show that
for Erman’s method, as the labeled training flows increase
in size, the true positive rate declines and the false negative
rate quickly rises. This will significantly affect its unknown
detection capability. Consequently, the overall accuracy of the
semi-supervised method is limited and becomes worse. Our
RTC scheme can successfully solve this problem by automat-
ically optimizing for different sizes of supervised training
data. The figure shows the TPR and FNR of the RTC scheme
has only slight changes.
In addition, we tested the classification speed of the five com-

peting methods. The results (flows/second) were for
RTC, for one-class SVM, for BoF-random
forest, for random forest, and for semi-su-
pervised. In our experiments, the RTC scheme displays the com-
parable classification speed of existing methods.
3) Performance of Traffic Classes: Fig. 7 reports the flow

F-measures from five competing traffic classification methods.
In general, the results indicate the proposed RTC scheme sig-
nificantly outperforms other methods when zero-day applica-
tions are present. Other methods do not work as well due to poor
performance in predefined known classes or failure to identify
zero-day traffic.
Let us further investigate the F-measures in each class.

In class FTP, the F-measure of our scheme was higher than
the second best method, BoF-random forest, by about 0.13.
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Fig. 8. Classification result with varying zero-day applications. (a) Flow. (b) Byte.

Random forest was slightly better than the semi-supervised
method, however both were worse than our scheme by about
0.27. In class HTTP, the improvement of our scheme was about
0.18; with semi-supervised, the second best method, is about
0.18. There were no significant differences among methods
of random forest, BoF-random forest, and semi-supervised.
In class IMAP, the F-measure of our scheme achieved 0.9,
which is higher by about 0.12 than the second best method,
one-class SVM. In class POP3, the F-measure of our scheme
was about 0.97. The F-measure of the second best method,
semi-supervised, was about 0.87, which is much higher than
the other three methods. In class RAZOR, the ranking list was
our scheme, one-class SVM, semi-supervised, BoF-based, and
random forest. In class SSH, all methods displayed excellent
performance. In class SSL, the F-measure of our scheme was
higher than the second best method, semi-supervised, by over
0.15. The performance of one-class SVM was similar to that of
BoF-random forest and random forest. The three methods were
less than the semi-supervised method by about 0.14. Finally,
our scheme was superior to the methods semi-supervised and
one-class SVM in terms of zero-day traffic identification. The
difference of F-measures between our scheme and the second
best method, semi-supervised, was 0.08. One-class SVM had
very low zero-day traffic identification performance due to its
poor classification boundary for zero-day applications.
We observed the superiority of the proposed RTC schemewas

due to its excellent functionality of unknown discovery. As de-
scribed in Section III-A, a new two-step unknown discoverywas
applied for robust traffic classification. The first step borrows
the idea of the semi-supervised method to roughly detect some
zero-day samples. The experimental results show the true posi-
tive rate of zero-day traffic detection in the first step was 72%,
and the false positive rate was 6%. The second step constructs
a random forest classifier by using the outcome of the first step,
which can further improve the effectiveness of zero-day sample
extraction. In the experiment, the true positive rate was raised
to 94%, and the false positive rate was reduced to 3%. Thus,
zero-day samples can be combined with prelabeled training data
to train a super classifier that has the capability of identifying
zero-day traffic.
4) Impact of Zero-Day Applications: Fig. 8 displays the

impact of zero-day application classes to traffic classification

performance. In this figure, we amplify the pool of zero-day
traffic by adding one to five major classes. One can see the accu-
racy of RTC and semi-supervised was stable when the number
of zero-day application classes increased. Meanwhile, the
accuracy of one-class SVM, random forest, and BoF-random
forest decreased dramatically.
These results further confirm the robustness of the proposed

RTC scheme. In detail, RTC outperformed semi-supervised in
terms of accuracy and reliability.
The accuracy of RTC is always significantly higher than

semi-supervised, with a difference of proximately 12%. With
a different number of zero-day applications, semi-supervised’s
accuracy changed by 3%, while for RTC, it was only 1% .
Compared to the supervised methods, random forest and

BoF-random forest, RTC exhibited the excellent capability
of dealing with zero-day traffic. However, the accuracy of
supervised methods was strictly limited by the amount of traffic
generated by known applications, which they can correctly clas-
sify. For example, the accuracy of BoF-random forest declined
from 80% to 50% when the number of zero-day application
classes increased from 1 to 5. The accuracy of one-class SVM
was higher than random forest and BoF-random forest because
it identified a small portion of zero-day traffic. However,
one-class SVM has very limited zero-day traffic identification
ability that cannot be improved by increasing the supervised
training size. The reason is one-class SVM does not explore
zero-day information in the classification procedure.
5) Performance of System Update: A set of experiments

were carried out to evaluate the function of the system update.
We tested the classification performance of our scheme, with
and without a system update. In the experiments, the labeled
and unlabeled training data consisted of 4000 and 30 000 flows,
respectively. During the system update, the identified zero-day
traffic was categorized into 100 clusters. We randomly selected
three flows from each cluster and manually inspected them for
new class construction. It was assumed the three unknownmajor
classes could be recognized at this stage since their traffic was
statistically significant. A two-level classification strategy was
applied to perform traffic classification. An F-measure was used
to evaluate the classification results.
Fig. 9 reports the F-measures of our scheme before and

after the update. In this figure, the performance of the
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Fig. 9. Performance of system update.

semi-supervised method was used as the baseline. The re-
sults show the proposed RTC scheme with system update
can achieve fine-grained classification of zero-day traffic. For
example, zero-day traffic can be identified with a F-measure of
0.91 before an update. After an update, the zero-day traffic can
be perfectly classified into three new classes. The F-measures
of new classes, new_1(BT), new_2(DNS), and new_3(SMTP),
can achieve about 0.94, 0.96, 0.96, respectively. In the known
classes, the performance of our scheme did not change after the
system update because of the two-level classification strategy.
We can draw an initial conclusion that the system update can
achieve fine-grained classification of zero-day traffic without
affecting the performance of known classes.
In the experiments, there were about 60 000 flows identified

as zero-day traffic. According to the experimental setting, the
rate of manual inspection was . This
rate was very low, thus making it possible for the practical use
of the module for a system update. For example, in attack detec-
tion, fine-grained identification of zero-day traffic is well worth
it and only uses minimal human effort.

C. Evaluation With DPI Unrecognized Traffic

We have used only DPI recognized flows to study the im-
pact of different “unknown” settings on traffic classification. In
this section, we report additional experiments and the results on
individual datasets by considering DPI unrecognized traffic as
zero-day traffic.
The experiments were carried out on ISP and WIDE-09

traffic traces. The ISP experiment dataset contained over
650 000 flows, with approximately 296 000 as zero-day traffic
(i.e., unrecognized by DPI). We identified the known classes
BT, DNS, EDONKEY, FTP, HTTP, IMAP, MSN, POP3, SMB,
SMTP, SSH, SSL, and XMPP. The zero-day traffic constituted
55% of flows and 12% of bytes. In experiments on the ISP
dataset, 4000 labeled flows and 30 000 unlabeled flows were
randomly sampled for training. The WIDE-09 experiment
dataset contained over 439 000 flows, in which about 158 000
were zero-day traffic. The known classes in WIDE-09 were BT,
DNS, FTP, HTTP, POP3, SMTP, and SSL. The zero-day traffic
constituted 36% of flows and 25% of bytes. In experiments on
the WIDE-09 dataset, 2500 labeled flows and 20 000 unlabeled
flows were randomly sampled for training.

Fig. 10 shows classification results on the ISP and WIDE-09
datasets. The flow and byte accuracy of traffic classification on
the ISP are reported in Fig. 10(a). One can see RTC always dis-
plays the highest flow and byte accuracy among all competing
methods. For flow accuracy, RTC is better than the second best
method, semi-supervised, by about 10%. In addition, semi-su-
pervised and one-class SVM significantly outperformed random
forest and BoF-random forest. The differences are from 30% up
to 50%. The byte accuracy of RTC was about 15% higher than
the other four methods with a similar byte accuracy. It should be
noted the byte accuracy was independent to the flow accuracy
due to the presence of elephant and mice flows. The results on
WIDE-09, as shown in Fig. 10(b), are similar to those on ISP.
Regarding flow accuracy, RTC, semi-supervised, and one-class
SVM, which have the potential to deal with zero-day appli-
cations, are much better than random forest and BoF-random
forest. However, there are big differences among the byte ac-
curacy of the five competing methods. RTC outperformed other
methods by up to 25%.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Sub-Bag of Flows

Here, we present a further study on flow correlation in the
context of traffic classification. As mentioned previously, (10)
suggests the flow prediction error can be reduced by a factor of
by using a simple BoF-based model. For estimating in

the experiments, can be calculated by

(11)

where is the number of testing flows, and is the
number of BoFs constructed by the testing flows. Unfortunately,

in (10) depends on the key assumption that errors due to
individual flows in any BoF are independent.
A novel factor of our study was to accurately estimate the re-

duction in the overall error when the flow errors were highly de-
pendent in practice. We observed a number of sub-bags consti-
tute a BoF. A sub-bag consists of flows sharing 4-tuples: source
IP, destination IP, destination port, and transport protocol. One
can see flows in a sub-bag are likely generated by the same user
in a short period of time. The flows in a sub-bag have high de-
pendency, while the flows in different sub-bags have low depen-
dency. We propose in (10) be replaced with the number of
sub-bags in a BoF to alleviate the problem of error dependency.
Equation (10) can be rewritten as

(12)

In practice, is the average number of sub-bags in a BoF. This
can be calculated by

(13)

where and are the number of sub-bags and the
number of BoFs in the testing set. One can see in (12)
is estimated under the weak assumption that errors due to
individual sub-bags are independent.
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Fig. 10. Classification result with DPI unrecognized unknown traffic. (a) ISP. (b) WIDE-09.

Fig. 11. Error estimation.

We perform a number of traffic classification experiments
to verify the theoretical analysis. The experiments were
conducted on the experimental dataset without considering
zero-day traffic. Random forest was applied for supervised
traffic classification. The BoF-based method was implemented
by combining the random forest algorithm and the majority
vote rule. The classification error was used to measure the
traffic classification performance. Fig. 11 shows the actual
error rates versus the estimated error rates. The results show
the estimated BoF error rate using (12) can match the actual
BoF error rate a lot better than the error rate estimated using
(10). In other words, given the flow error rate , we can
accurately estimate the BoF error rate according to the average
number of sub-bags in a BoF. We observed that in the four real
traffic traces, the average number of sub-bags in BoFs, was
always larger than 2. Therefore, the BoF model can effectively
incorporate flow correlation into traffic identification, thus
strongly supporting the new scheme presented in this paper.
Based on the above analysis, one idea is to randomly se-

lect a flow to represent a sub-bag to speed up the proposed
RTC scheme for practical applications. For example, there are
638 388 flows, 64 444 BoFs, and 165 858 sub-bags in our com-
plex traffic dataset. If we apply the idea of sub-bag, our scheme
needs to classify only 165 858 flows instead of the whole dataset
(638 388 flows) before prediction aggregation. Therefore, the
classification time may reduce to about one fourth of that used
by the original scheme. We have evaluated the performance of

the RTC scheme with and without considering sub-bags. The
results show the classification performance has no significant
decrease.
The RTC scheme can be used for real-time classification. We

can directly incorporate the ideas of packet milestones [35] and
subflows [13] into the RTC scheme. For example, a packet mile-
stone is reached when the count of the total number of packets
a flow sends or receives reaches a specific value. What we need
to do is extract the statistical features on each packet milestone
and train the corresponding RTC classifier. Moreover, we can
further speed up traffic classification by considering sub-bags
in the RTC scheme.

B. Classifier Retraining

Our work shares a basic assumption with most pattern clas-
sification algorithms in that class distribution will not change
in the training and testing stages. However, in real-world net-
works, class distribution may change over a long period of time.
For example, one of the known applications changes, and a
cluster appears in a different position to the space. According
to the RTC scheme, a new cluster will be identified however
this is related to an old application. Therefore, a new is not
added to the training set, i.e., the new characteristic of the ap-
plication is not tracked. To address this issue, one possibility is
to retrain the traffic classifier by incorporating new samples of
old applications.
Erman et al. [35] suggested two measures for measuring reli-

ability of classifiers that can be used to indicate when retraining
is necessary. The first is the number of flows not assigned a
label. If this number increases, it indicates a need for classi-
fier retraining so underrepresented flow types can be captured
and classification accuracy improved. The second measure is
the average distance of new flows to their nearest cluster mean.
A significant increase in the average distance indicates the need
for retraining.
We plan to extend this work in the future and address the

problem of changing class distribution by developing new
strategies for system updates and classifier retraining. One
idea is to count the flows of any known classes recognized
by semi-automatic identification during a system update. If
the number increases, this indicates class distributions of the
corresponding known classes have changed and the traffic
classifier should be retrained. In other words, when changed
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class distributions or new classes are detected, the system
update will be triggered.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the new problem of zero-day appli-
cations in Internet traffic classification. Conventional traffic
classification methods suffer from poor performance when
zero-day applications are present due to misclassification of
zero-day traffic into predefined known classes. We proposed
a novel robust traffic classification scheme, RTC, which can
identify zero-day traffic as well as accurately classify the traffic
generated by predefined application classes. The proposed
scheme has three important modules: unknown discovery,
BoF-based traffic classification, and system update. In partic-
ular, we presented a formal analysis on the performance benefit
of flow correlation compared to traffic classification. A new
optimization method was developed to intelligently tune the
parameter of the proposed RTC scheme. To evaluate the new
scheme, a large number of well-designed experiments were car-
ried out on real-world traffic traces. The results demonstrated
that the proposed RTC scheme significantly outperformed four
state-of-the-art methods.
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